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Do not dissipate your energy in aimless discussion. Develop the power of unity and manifest
your spiritual force in egoless actions and selfless aspirations. Seek the unerring guidance of
the Divine Mother by devout meditation.
The knowledge of Atman and devotion to Isvara culminate in the highest yoga of dedicated
action, in spontaneous self-extension in service. Action is thus the criterion of inward
enlightenment, of the breadth of vision, of the all-embracing compassion of the heart.
Bring to your work the power of pure mind and firm character. Tranquil at heart, equanimous in
the throngs of dualities, equipped with insight and inspiration, with the vision fixed on the allpermeating divinity, you should attain the fruition of your spiritual career through acts of selfdenial. You should make your lives a song of praise to the Almighty. You should see the
Mother of your worship in all living beings.
Worship of the Guru, meditation on Atman and service of humanity - these should be the triple
facets of your spiritual life. Know that he, who forgets himself in the ecstasy of service, is the
chosen child of the Supreme Shakti.
Mother looks forward to see the upsurge of inspiring dynamism united to the power of supreme
tranquility in the life and activity of your movement. Mother would like you to foster love and
harmony by your collective enterprises and your mental communion.
The growth of spiritual movement which has to direct the destiny of human society is through
toils and sacrifices of its devoted workers. If your movement can produce a band of dedicated
workers, whose delight is in self-abnegation, whose goal is nothing but the service of the
Mission, whose mental gaze is immovably fixed upon the feet of the Universal Mother, the world
will witness the miracle of superior devotion and the force of spiritual dedication.
Remain united in your common bond of loving devotion to the Universal Mother. Rise above the
limited circle of your private homes and practise to see the whole world as your home. Feel
unity with all. Help and encourage one another. Never seek self-glorification. Adore the virtue
of humility.
Transcend even your institutional egoism and feel your spiritual kinship with all movements and
forces that work for universal benefaction. While remaining steadfast in loyalty to your
organization, and the avowed ideals it stands for, you should secure the goodwill and cooperation of all sister movements in the world.
What is required today is a spiritual integration of all God-dedicated and humanitarian
movements. Rising above personal loyalties and dogmatic approaches, you should be
adherents of Truth and should learn to look upon the whole world as the field for dedicated
action.
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Behind the outer organization, there exists a spiritual self for the Mission. Discover that spiritual
self through penance and purity. The spiritual work of the Mission must necessarily rest with the
tapaswins. Unless you develop the spiritual side of your nature through penance and purity,
you cannot effectively spread the Mother’s gospel of love and freedom.
Resolve to be righteous in conduct and dignified in self-mastery. Criticize none. Secure inward
detachment. Direct the power of your introspective insight to the purification of your heart.
Dwell in ceaseless prayer. Discover your joy and the fulfillment of your life in dedication to the
Mission.
May your aspirations be fulfilled in the realization of your unity with the all. May your devotion
bestow upon you the rewards of spirituality. Aspire in silence. Abide in peace. Await in patient
faith the dawn of liberating wisdom.
Blessings.
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